Texas community colleges completely redesigned the student experience through Texas Pathways. This important work included mapping pathways aligned with students’ end goals and reimagining onboarding to connect students with their interests right away.

By Fall 2022, nearly all colleges had designed pathways aligned with student end goals, mapped those pathways for student use, provided early career and pathway exploration opportunities, and contextualized support for first-year courses.

Many more students gained early momentum towards their goals when entering well-designed pathways aligned with their interests.

The Texas Success Center measures the progress of Texas Pathways using the Scale of Adoption Assessment. Practice 1B measures well-designed programs, 1D measures mapping pathways, 2A measures career and program exploration, and 2C measures contextualized supports. TSC partners with the THECB to collect KPIs that measure fall cohorts of first-time-in-college, degree-seeking students not including dual credit students. For more information, visit tacc.org/tsc.

* The Fall 2021 cohort data reflects the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.